
Here, in Part 2, I continue the saga
of the ET4336 transmitters bought by
the BBC in the 1940s.

After spells at Washford and
Westerglen as Engineer and a second
term at Daventry I was promoted to
Senior Maintenance Engineer at
Brookman’s Park in April 1977. There
we were made aware of a new BBC
initiative of a traffic information ser-
vice, called Carfax. This was to be tri-
alled in the London area and
Brookman’s Park was the site of the
Northern station. There were three
others round London on the rest of the
compass points. They all used the
same frequency of 526.5kHz on a
timeshare basis. The BBC Research
Department had developed a modified
car radio receiver that whilst receiving
normal MF/LF broadcasts would
switch to 526.5kHz if a traffic
announcement was received pertinent
to the area.

We had a pair of ET4336s in a MTT
(Mobile Transmitter Trailer) and were
tasked to frequency change them to
this low MF channel. In classic BBC
MF style (‘See what you can find in
the crypt’) we used what spares we
had on site and achieved 500 watts
output. The antenna was the North
Tee, a substantial four wire antenna
that was strung between two of the
four original 200 foot towers of 1929.
To say it was efficient was rather an
understatement as on holiday in
Cornwall I was able to hear the BP
Carfax service on a normal car radio!
The tests continued until the require-
ments of the 1978 wavelength changes
dictated the use of the North Tee for
the new 1089kHz 150kW Radio One
service.

After leaving Brookman’s Park in
1982 I had no further contact with the
ET4336 having transferred to the

Woofferton VoA/BBC HF site in
Shropshire. By 1988 we had taken on
in the intervening years the mainte-
nance of the local TV and radio trans-
mitters in the area as well as the ten
high power HF senders.

Radio Gloucester

One day in February 1988 I was
summoned into the office of the Senior
Transmitter Manager and asked
“You’ve been on the MF stations
haven’t you Dave?” Well yes I had, but
it had been a few years previously, I
answered. “We’ve got a project to put
a temporary service in for Radio
Gloucestershire on MF, it’s only to
help get the station established so it’s
just a six month service life that is
expected, could you do it?”

“Anyway before you say yes, just
pop down to the DF site, Gloucester
MF at Twigworth, on the A38 just
north of the city and see what’s
involved”. That name and location
rang a distant bell . . .

When we visited we found it to be a
substantially built facility erected near
Wallsworth Hall, Sandhurst. It was
approached through a fairly decrepit
wooden five-bar gate and had enough
room on the drive for two cars. There
was an outside diesel fuel tank, a
Belling-Lee Skyrod MF receiving
antenna and a two-element VHF dipole.
There were two guyed masts of steel
pole construction with a single wire ‘T’
antenna strung between them. Monster
mutant weeds grew round the mast and
stay bases. The walls and roof of this
DF site were some 18 inches thick,
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Gloucester MF building at Twigworth.


